The Budapest based TUNEL KFT will celebrate its 30th anniversary in 2015.
For the occasion we call for an international cartoon contest, which concentrates on the humorous touch
of the everyday life of civil engineering

Theme: Civil engineering – at professional level
Supposing there was no notion for civil engineering it would surely have been named after our company!
We just love laying pipes, digging deep into the ground and moving big quantities of earth. Our
excavators have unearthed archaeological sites, WW II bombs and high pressure gas pipes previously laid,
which we may call breaking news in our line of work. Our work is signalled by road blocks, traffic jams
and nervous breakdowns. Still everybody is happy when we finish the job! Despite the unpleasant side
effects, we eventually bring a better and higher quality life to people.
website:
www.tunel.hu

Facebook:
https://facebook.com/tunelkft

1.) Participants can submit up to five cartoons in A/4 size, without any technical restrictions. The cartoons should
not include any text! (CYMK, Jpeg files, fine resolution – Gmail can accept files up to 10 MB!)
2.) E-mail your entries to: grafikuskelemen@gmail.com
3.) Deadline for entries: 30. June, 2014.
4.) Prizes:
I. place: HUF100.000
II. place: HUF 70.000
III. place: HUF 50.000
+ 3 Diplomas
5.) Participants whose works are selected by the jury for the catalogue will receive a copy via post.
6.) By entering the contest, the participants accept that any decision made by the jury is not negotiable.
7.) TUNEL KFT intends to use entries as follows:
- catalogues (digital or other)
- in the company’s website and Facebook site
- in the free publishing for the 30th anniversary of TUNEL KFT, which has no commercial use.
8.) For the gallery of cartoons and for any other information visit https://facebook.com/tunelkft
We wish each contestant successful participation!

